
Electric Roller Screw Servo Actuators
for Spot Welding

ENGINEERED 
TO MOVE



INDUSTRIAL ROLLER SCREW SERVO ACTUATORS
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Diakont delivers the DA99 and DA78 series electric servo actuators with specialized options to accommodate the 
unique requirements of the welding industry. Driven by an integrated motor and high quality roller screw, Diakont 
actuators deliver best-in-class performance in a compact form factor. Diakont’s electric servo actuators deliver the 
high forces required for weld gun actuation with a high force repeatability.
 

• Radial/side load guide with 
internal anti-rotation                          

• Custom mounting 

• External anti-rotation
• Manual drive
• Load cell 

• Various thread leads
• Electric brake

Strong, Consistent Force for Maximum Productivity and Weld Quality

Reduced weight (starting from 
6.7 kg / 14.8 lb)

Compact design (starting at 
78x78x285.5 mm / 3”x 3”x 11”) 

High force (up to 22 kN / 4,946 lbf)

High speed (up to 750 mm/s / 
29.5 in/s)

Optimized roller screw thread 
designs, machining accuracy, 
and hardening technologies 
deliver 30M+ welding cycles

Integrated Design (pg. 5) Optimized 10-Pole Motor (pg. 6)

Industry-Specific Options (pg. 11)

High Quality Roller Screw (pg. 4)



   C-Type Weld Guns

   X-Type Weld Guns

ROBOTIC WELD GUN APPLICATIONS

Diakont delivers servo actuators that accommodate 
the speeds required for C-Type weld guns, up to 
750 mm/sec (29.5 in/sec) and a force of 8.8 kN 
(1,978 lbf).

Exceeding the high force demands of X-type weld 
guns, Diakont servo actuators deliver forces up to 
22 kN (4,946 lbf) within a compact space envelope 
of 99 mm x 99 mm (3.9” x 3.9”) and weight only 
10.6 kg (23.4 lb).
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HIGH QUALITY ROLLER SCREW ADVANTAGES

WHICH MECHANICAL TRANSMISSION METHOD IS BETTER FOR WELDING?Roller Screw vs. Ball Screw
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Many electric actuators use ball screw technology to convert rotary motion into linear movement. Diakont servo 
actuators incorporate an optimized roller screw with a permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) to deliver 
longer service lifetime within a compact package. The precision of Diakont’s roller screw technology, optimized 10-
pole motor, and feedback resolution allows for force repeatability that outperforms other solutions.

Welding gun applications require repeated duty cycles under maximum load for several million cycles per year. 
Diakont servo actuators are able to withstand this requirement due to an optimized high quality roller screw.

• Diakont roller screws provide more contact points than ball screws. The load is distributed uniformly across all 
contact points, resulting in reduced material tension and slower material fatigue at each contact point.  This 
characteristic allows Diakont roller screw servo actuators to deliver 10x longer service lifetime compared to ball 
screw actuators of the same size.

• In most ball screw designs, the balls collide at high speeds, generating additional friction and increasing the 
likelihood of damage. Diakont roller screw designs, on the other hand, are optimized to prevent the rollers from 
hitting each other and can withstand shock loads better.

Ball Screw Design
Contact point between ball and 
screw shaft

Roller Screw Design
Multiple contact points between 
planetary gears and screw shaft 
within the same area
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DIAKONT-DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED ROLLER SCREWS

High Machining AccuracySpecial Hardening Technology

Diakont’s In-House Roller Screw Design System
Diakont’s custom-designed CAD software provides  
calculations and modeling for advanced roller screw 
thread design.

Optimal thread geometry, rugged materials, full thread 
engagement, and hardening parameters are selected to 
achieve maximum durability and efficiency.

Diakont’s manufacturing equipment provides a 
machining accuracy of up to 2 μm, ensuring a 
more accurate roller screw thread lead, full thread 
engagement, and less material tension at each 
contact point.

Diakont’s roller screw hardening technologies ensure 
actuators’ rugged endurance, mechanical load 
durability, and best-in-size lifetime. This is achieved 
with a special chemical hardening process (plasma 
nitriding) is used to achieve optimal rigidity.



INTEGRATED DESIGN VERSUS PARALLEL DESIGN

Main Advantages of Diakont Integrated Design
1. Compact design and reduced weight
2. No connecting parts between motor and roller screw results in less backlash and higher reliability
3. Reduced maintenance requirements

Permanent Magnet 
Synchronous Motor

Roller Screw
Encoder

Connection Elements Motor

Screw Element
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Diakont actuators use a roller screw integrated with a permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM). In this 
configuration, the roller screw requires considerably less space than ball-screw or parrallel-design roller screw 
actuators with equivalent output capabilities (force, speed, etc.). Moreover, this configuration results in reduced 
housing requirements and no need for additional parts to connect the motor and roller screw, producing a smaller, 
more lightweight actuator.

Many designed actuators consist of a screw mechanism with a separate electric motor placed in line or parallel to 
the screw using additional mechanisms, belts, and gears. This configuration results in increased actuator weight and 
size due to the additional component parts and housing size required.

Diakont Integrated Servo Actuator Design

Traditional Parallel Actuator Design
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DA SERIES ADVANTAGES

Diakont servo actuators with 10-pole motors deliver higher force and increased duty factor when compared with other 
roller screw actuators of similar sizes.
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Model Motor Force Welds per min 
at 17 kN

Diakont servo actuators
22 kN 

(4,946 lbf)
25 welds/min

Other actuators
17.8 kN

(4,002 lbf)
20 welds/min

10
Poles

8
Poles

Diakont actuators with 10-pole motors provide the capabilities for welding steel, aluminum, and dissimilar metals in 
a single solution. The optimized motor design provides forces up to 22 kN, which is ideal for welding higher gauges 
of steel and delivers improved productivity, increasing the number of welds achievable in a given time frame. This 
technology also allows for highly accurate force repeatability which is ideal for consistent aluminum welds. The ability 
to increase force by 18 kN in just 63 milliseconds facilitates successful welding of dissimilar metals by increasing 
from an ideal welding force to the ideal forging force in the necessary amount of time. 

High Performance for Steel and Aluminum

High Force and Productivity 
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18 kN force



DA SERIES ADVANTAGES

The automotive industry imposes strict requirements for actuator minimum service life of >10 million welding cycles.  
Rigorous testing has shown Diakont’s welding servo actuators consistently outperform other actuators of similar 
framesize in service lifetime, exceeding 16 million welding cycles up to a force of 22kN (4,946 lbf), and an impressive 
30 million welding cycles at up to a force of 18kN (4,047 lbf).
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SPECIFICATIONS
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Diakont Weld Gun Servo Actuator Functional SpecificationsDiakont Weld Gun Servo Actuator Functional Specifications
Model DA99-W25 DA99-W212 DA78-35

Peak force
N 22,000 8,800 13,000
lbf 4,946 1,978 2,923

Cont. force rating (stall)
N 9,700 4,300 4,600
lbf 2,181 967 1,034

Max. speed
mm/sec 300 750 333
in/sec 11.8 29.5 13.1

Transmission ratio
mm/rev 5 12.5 5
in/rev 0.2 0.5 0.2

Dynamic load rating
N 56,000 48,200 33,500
lbf 12,589 10,836 7,531

Ambient 
temperature range

°C 10 to 40
°F 50 to 104

Strokes 
mm 150 - 410 150 - 410 150 - 300
in 5.9 - 16.1 5.9 - 16.1 5.9 - 11.8

Weight*
kg 10.6 6.3
lb 23.4 13.9

Dimensions**
mm 99 x 99 x 320 78 x 78 x 285.5 
in 3.9 x 3.9 x 12.6 3.1 x 3.1 x 11.2

Lifetime*** Welding cycles 16,000,000+ 30,000,000+ 17,000,000+
Protection level IP65

*    Weight with minimum stroke
**  Dimensions with minimum stroke
*** Lifetime at peak force 

Voltage
DA99-W2X DA78-35

230 VAC 400 VAC 230 VAC 400 VAC

Rated motor torque
Nm 7.9 7.9 4 4
in-lb 69.9 69.9 35.4 35.4

Maximum speed RPM 3,600 3,600 4,000 4,000
Insulated thermal endur-
ance class

F 155 (F) 155 (F)

Thermal switch tempera-
ture

°C 130 130
°F 266 266

Continuous current A 10.8 5.3 5.2
Upon 

Request

Peak current A 32.6 16 16.2
Upon 

Request
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DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT

L2 L3 L5 F1
KUKA Comau ABB FANUC aiAR128

W2 F2
Kawasaki FANUC A6

Feedback L2, L3, L5 F1 F2 W2

A
mm

A1 - 336.7
A2 - 319

330 349 345

in A1 - 13.25
A2 - 12.55 12.9 13.7 13.6

B
mm 99.1 99.1 111 104
in 3.9 3.9 4.4 4.1

C
mm X 131.7 134 107
in X 5.2 5.3 4.2

D
mm 167 99.1 111 192
in 6.57 3.9 4.4 7.5

DA99

*DA99-W2X with 150 mm stroke and without mounting option
A

B

D

D

DD

D

A2
A1

B B C

B C

A

AA

B C



DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT

For space constrained welding applications, Diakont offers DA78-35 electric servo actuators.  
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Ultra-Compact Form Factor Variant

*DA78-35 without mounting option

DA78 -35
Stroke

150 250 300

Length
mm 285.5 385.5 435.5
in 11.2 15.2 17.1

Weight
kg 6.7 8.7 9.7
lb 14.8 19.2 21.4

A

C
B

E

D

F

33.53
[1.32]

A

2.8
[0.11]

50.8O
[O2.0]

119.7
[4.71]

77.47
[3.05]

77.47
[3.05]

O89.8
[O3.54]
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Model DA99-W25, DA99-W212 DA78-35

Mounting

Extended tie-rods Extended tie-rods
Front flange Front flange
Rear clevis Rear clevis

Side mounting
Custom

Custom

Connectors
M23 M23

Flying leads Flying leads
Custom Custom

Rod end

External inch/metric thread External inch/metric thread
Internal inch/metric thread Internal inch/metric thread

Clevis
Custom

Custom

Feedback sensors

Resolver
Resolver

Incremental encoder
Absolute encoder (EnDat or Hiperface inter-

face) Incremental encoder
Fanuc (aiAR128, A64)

Feedback sensors which are compatible with 
following robots: 

Kawasaki, Kuka, ABB, Comau

Absolute encoder 
(EnDat or Hiperface interface)

Options

Electric brake
Electric brake

Side load guide with internal anti-rotation
External anti-rotation

External anti-rotationInternal load cell
Rear manual drive

FEATURES AND OPTIONS



FEATURES AND OPTIONS

The design of some weld guns (especially C-type) requires radial 
load support to maintain weld gun tip alignment and minimize 
harmful radial loads on the actuator shaft.  To enhance radial 
load durability, Diakont provides an optional internal radial 
load support that also performs an anti-rotation function.  This 
compact solution weighs just 2 kg and adds 95.5 mm.

Increased Radial Load Support/Anti-Rotation

Maximum radial load durability
With radial load support 
(for stroke 150 mm)

1,440 N (324 lbf)

Without radial load support 540 N (121 lbf)

95.5 mm
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To adjust the actuator in the case of sudden power loss, 
Diakont provides an optional compact manual drive. The 
manual operation port is located on the upper or rear 
side of the actuator. Manual operation can be engaged, 
quickly and easily, by unscrewing the manual operation 
port, inserting the drive tool, and beginning drive tool 
rotation either manually or with a screw gun. Manual 
drive can also be provided using flats on the output shaft.

A brake option is required for some types of robots. For 
these applications, Diakont offers a specialized compact 
brake solution that increases the weight of the actuator 
by only 1 kg and its length by 39 mm.

To facilitate integration, Diakont actuators are available 
with standard and custom mounting options.
• Extended tie-rods
• Front flange

Diakont electric actuators use specialized seals and 
optional water diversion channels to prevent ingress into 
the actuator internals.

• Rear clevis
• Side mounting

Manual Drive Options

Electric Brake

Mounting Options

Electric brake specifications

Maximum holding force 
for DA99-W25

2550 N 
(573 lbf)

Maximum holding force 
for DA99-W212

900 N 
(202 lbf)

Power supply voltage 24 VDC

Input power 11 W

Water Diversion



North America
3193 Lionshead Ave,
Carlsbad,	CA	92010	USA
+1-858-551-5551
sales@diakont.us.com
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52100	Arezzo,	Italy
+39-0575-250332
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